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Theoretical study of eff'ective magnetic interactions in high-T, Cu oxides
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Starting from a two-band Hubbard model for cupric oxides and using perturbation theory, we

study the eff'ect of a small O-O hopping term t~ on the parameters of the single-band t-J model.

It is found that as long as the wave function on the oxygen site is extended and Bloch-like, the

antiferromagnetic coupling between the nearest-neighbor copper spins decreases rapidly with in-

creasing hole doping. This behavior seems to be insensitive to the value of t~ and dispersion of

the oxygen band and is consistent with the results of recent experiments. We also show that, be-

tween next-nearest-neighbor copper spins, there exists a non-negligible antiferromagnetic coupling

even in the zero-doping limit.

where d;t creates a Cu hole, and pi creates an 0 hole. Ud

is the Cu on-site Coulomb repulsion. sd and e~ are, re-

spectively, the atomic-energy levels for Cu and 0 holes.

tz is the direct (or bare) 0-0 hopping matrix and to is the
Cu-0 hybridization. The 0-hole Brillouin zone can be di-

vided into two parts,

One of the most important questions in the high-T, su-
perconductors is the effect of hole doping on the superex-
change interaction Jbetween copper spins. Recent experi-
ments'2 have shown that the effective J decreases rapidly
with doping. In particular, Johnston' has shown that for
La2 „SrCu04 r the contribution to the magnetic suscep-
tibility due to Cu spins in the presence of holes is the same
as that without holes except for much reduced values of J
and the magnetic moment. At 20% of hole concentration,
J is already reduced almost I order of magnitude from its
maximum value at half-filling. In this paper we shall
present a possible explanation of this surprising result.

It is now generally accepted that even though the doped
holes reside on the oxygen sites, the two-band model is
equivalent to the t-J model in a certain parameter re-
gion. Zhang and Rice calculated the coupling con-
stant Jby using the localized wave function of the unoccu-
pied oxygen state. The direct oxygen-oxygen hopping t~
was completely neglected. However, recent band-
structure calculations" have consistently obtained a
value of t~ ~ 0.5 eV for the effective 0-0 hopping. Hence
the wave function of the hole should be quite extended. It
will be shown below that the phase of the wave function
and its oscillating behavior cause the rapid decrease of J
by doping.

Our goal is to follow Zhang and Rice and reproduce
the t-J model from the two-band model which takes into
account oxygen-oxygen hopping. In order to accomplish
this in a simple perturbative approach, we must confine

St~ &&6, with 6 e~
—ed as the energy difference between

2p(0) and 3d(Cu) levels. Later it will be shown that our
main conclusion is insensitive to the magnitude of t~.

Let us start with the following two-band Hubbard mod-
el

ik R( ~ i(k+K) R
Pl l12 ~ Pk +Re Pk+ir,(2N, k, ~ k, a

ik R(l
, 112 ~ e (P«Pk+tr &7)

j2N j
(3)

where K 2trx and the summation over k in Eq. (3) is
confined to the Cu-hole Brillouin zone. i represents the
site of a Cu atom and l is the site of its neighboring 0
atom. The "+" sign corresponds to l=i+'y/2 and the"—"sign to l i ~ x/2, where x and y denote, respective-
ly, the unit vectors along the x and y directions, and N is
the Cu-site number. We can define the symmetric state
P; from the four oxygen-hole states around a Cu ion by

1
Pie 2 Z Pla |12 ZPk Pk&

lEi N ka
(4)

with

—1/2

(5)Pk COS +COS
2 2

We notice that the local states P; are not orthogonal to
each other for the neighboring sites, but the Pk are or-
thogonal operators in the k space due to additional factor
pk

' in Eq. (4). Here the symmetric states (or bonding
orbitals) P; coupling directly to Cu ions are made from
half of the total states in the 0-hole Brillouin zone. The
other half states in the brillouin zone that do not couple to
Cu ions are referred to as the nonbonding states. To com-
pare Eq. (3) with Eq. (4), we introduce respectively, the
bonding and the nonbonding operators in k space:

+Ud gd;td;td;ld;1+Ht,

Ht = —top g (d; pt +H.c.),
i, a l Ei

(2)

H-edged(+; +e~gpt pt t~ g (pt pi +—H.c).
i,a l, a &l, l'&, a
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1 ky k, ky
Pkcr pk COS +COS pk~ — COS

—COS pk+ K ~
2 2 2 2

1 k„ky
Qkcc

= pk COS COS pkcc + COS +COS pk+K, cc
2 "2

2

In terms of these operators, the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (1) and (2) can be rewritten as

ed Z diccdicc+ ep Z (PkccP»cc+ QktcQ»cc)

—4' Z, COS cos 2cos cos (P»~P»~ —Q»~Q»~)+ cos —cos (P»~Q»~+H. c.)
k„ky x ky t t + 2 x 2 y

k, o

+Ud gd;td;td;~d;~+Hi, (8)

HI= — g (pk 'e ' 'Pk d; +H.c.).+ i, k, cc

It should be noted that the hybridization term HI given in

Eq. (9) connects the copper sites only with the bonding
states of 0 holes. Although the nonbonding states de-
scribed by the operators Qk in Eq. (8) are coupled to the
bonding states Pk through a small ty term, they have no
direct coupling with Cu ions. In the case of finite doping,
the holes will first occupy the bonding states because of
their lower energies as compared with those of the non-
bonding states [see Eq. (8)]. It is easy to see from Eq. (8)

(9)

I

that the low-energy bonding states with k„«1 and k» « 1

have very small overlap with the nonbonding states. The
contribution from the nonbonding states will thus be
neglected below.

It is necessary to assume 6 —8t~ && 2J2t0 to ensure that
the above Hamiltonian has an insulating ground state in
the absence of 0 holes. Using this assumption and the
perturbation theory, we obtain the second- and the
fourth-order effective Hamiltonian from Eqs. (8) and (9),

H(p ~ (2r )2g (1 p 2)pt P + g g i(k —k') R
p

—
)p ) I + 1(2t0)'

k~ ~k N iakk'

x (did+; ~P» ~P»~ —d; ~d; ~P» ~P» —~),
H,'r( =gJ(R;, )S; S, ,

(io)

with

+ (1 -fk )(1 -fk1 1 + 1

+k +k' Ud +k
J(R )

0 g P i(k —k') (R; Rz )P —
2~

—2—(2r
J

1

U ~ (U p )fkcc fk cc' I (i2)

where h, k 6+ok with

kx 2 ky
8E cos cosk p

fk is the hole distribution function.
Employing the procedure of Ref. 4 and recognizing that

the second term of HQ in Eq. (10) produces a very large
splitting between singlet and triplet states as discussed in

I

2t "r0) g —ik (R; —Rc) )~
.—i 1 +p —i 1 gp —)

detail by Shen and Ting, one obtains the effective single-
band Hamiltonian describing Cu-Cu hopping between the
singlet states:

H") =g r;, d, '.d,.
IWJ

where t;J. is the effective hopping integral between the
singlet states, which can be calculated from the following
equation similar to that in Ref. 4 at the U& limit

(n»
' —»+

2h, k 2A

4&~ ~ im. (R R, ) 2 kx 2 k~
Z e ' ' cos cos

N k 2 2
(i4)
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FIG. 1. The doping dependences of the superexchange cou-

pling between the Cu spins. Here the solid line is the nearest-
neighbor coupling J, and the dashed line corresponding to the
next-nearest-neighbor coupling J'. The dotted line is the result
of J when t~ 0. The dot-dashed line represents the nearest-
neighbor coupling J~ at local limit and the solid circles indicate
the measurement for the nearest-neighbor coupling from Ref. 1.

by 1
—b to represent the effect of finite-hole density, this

result is represented by the dot-dashed curve in Fig. 1. To
understand this result further, we have calculated J by
taking t~ 0 or Ak =6 which still assumes the existence of
a Fermi surface due to the indirect oxygen-oxygen hop-
ping via the neighboring Cu sites. The strong reduction of
J by doping is again obtained as shown by the dotted
curve in Fig. 1. For comparison we have used values of
to/6 for the dotted and dot-dashed curves that are
different from the solid curve so that at b=0 all cases
have same value of J.

For comparison we have also shown the experimental
results of Johnston' by solid circles in Fig. 1. The agree-
ment between the present result and the experiment is

quite astonishing considering the fact that Eq. (12) is de-
rived in the lowest-order perturbation theory. It should be
noted that this agreement by itself is not to be taken as the
support of a Fermi-liquid solution for the hole since
dynamical effects not included in our calculation may play
an important role.

The results discussed above seem to suggest that the ex-
istence of a sharp Fermi surface for the hole is the main
reason for the rapid drop of J when the hole density is in-
creased slightly. To verify this idea, we have also calcu-
lated J by replacing the Fermi function fk =e(cF —cq)
in Eq. (12) by a more smooth varying function
fi, = jexp[(ck —cF)/a]+ ll '. The parameters a and cF
are related by the condition that the hole density is 6. In
Fig. 2, J is plotted as a function of 6' for several different
values of a, and fk as a function of ck for 6 =0.2 is also
displayed in the inset. It is quite clear that smoothing out
the Fermi surface would indeed reduce the effect of dop-
ing upon J. But a reduction of J beyond the value ob-
tained from the local approach is still expected.

In a much more sophisticated treatment we would in-

Here X, 0.96. If t~ =0 is put in the above equation, one
obtains r;, =t —0.57 and t J

=r'=0. 18 in units of to/6
for the nearest neighbor R;~ =R; —

R~ =(1,0) and for the
next-nearest neighbor R;J =(1,1), respectively. These re-
sults are consistent with those obtained by Zhang and

Rice at the large-Ud limit. In fact, the effective O-O
hopping term t~ t~+tg ~0.5 eV (Refs. 7 and 8) in-

cludes two parts: one part (t~) comes from the bare (or
direct) O-O hopping term, and another part (tg) from the
indirect hopping which corresponds to the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (10). If one takes the bare hopping
term t~ 0.2 eV and 5 4 eV, one gets t —0.67 and
t' 0.13. It is clear that the dominant hopping process is
between the nearest-neighbor sites, but the next-nearest-
neighbor hopping term is obviously not negligible. It
should be noted that t;~ has different signs for the
nearest-neighbor and the next-nearest-neighbor hoppings.
As expected, the above results indicate that the kinetic en-

ergy of the doped hole is increased by the direct O-O hop-

ping term.
Let us now discuss the interaction J in Eq. (12). The

second term inside the large brackets in Eq. (12) corre-
sponds to part of the so-called Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida (RKKY) interaction obtained in the Fermi-liquid
treatment of Si, Lu, and Levin' if one sets the phase fac-
tors Pk Pk 1. In the local picture, where we take

t~ 0, this term represents the ferromagnetic interaction
between the nearest-neighbor Cu spins while a hole is oc-

cupying the oxygen site in the middle. It is usually
thought that this term is responsible for the strong reduc-
tion of J by doping. But because Ud »hk, this term is, in

fact, negligible compared to the first term in Eq. (12)
which in the local picture is exactly the superexchange in-

teraction J.
It should be noticed that there is another RKKY in-

teraction to be obtained from the square of the second
term in HQ. This term with Pp Pk =1 as shown by Si
equal.

' produces a strong ferromagnetic interaction; but

by taking into account the large energy difference between
triplet and singlet states as discussed above, we will no

longer have this kind of RKKY interaction. Far away Cu
spins only see the spinless singlet, while nearest-neighbor
ferromagnetic correlation is adequately taken into ac-
count by the formation of the singlet Wannier state. Be-
cause t~ is much smaller than the energy difference be-
tween the triplet and singlet states, the Kondo behavior
will not occur here. At this stage we wish to emphasize
that the primary difference between J(R;J ) in Eq. (12)
and that of Ref. 10 is the existence of the phase factors Pq
and Pk in Eq. (12). It is exactly because of these phase
factors, J(R;J) in the local picture could reduce back to
the result of Ref. 6.

The first term in Eq. (12) represents the antiferromag-
netic interaction when t~=0. Assuming fk to be the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function and evaluating J(R;~)
for nearest neighbors in the limit Ud ~ and t~/6 =0.05,
J in unit of (4to/6 ) is plotted (the solid curve) as a func-
tion of the hole concentration 8 in Fig. 1. In our calcula-
tions, the parabolic dispersion for the oxygen band has
been employed to avoid large-scale computational prob-
lems. If we take the local limit t~ =0, and replace 1 fq—
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FIG. 2. The doping dependences of the nearest-neighbor cou-
pling J between Cu spins which is calculated from distribution
function fk [exp[(sk —eF)/a+1]I '. In the inset the distribu-
tion function fk is plotted as a function sk with b' 0.2.

elude that effect of singlet formation on those unoccupied
oxygen states. This presumably would cause self-energy
renormalization of j4 and phase shifts. But if a Fermi
surface is still present, our result should be unchanged.

We have also calculated the next-nearest-neighbor su-
perexchange interaction J' between Cu spins, it is shown
as the dashed line in Fig. 1. This interaction is also anti-
ferromagnetic. We wish to point out here (not shown in
Fig. 1) that if taking t~ =0, then J' 0 at 8 0 and J' in-
creases with increasing b in the small doping limit. The
presence of J' could help to destroy the long-range antifer-
romagnetic order as discussed by Doniach etal. " More
interestingly, it could help to stabilize the parity and time
reversal symmetry breaking state —the chiral spin state as
discussed by Wen, Wilczek, and Zee. ' Therefore, from

Here t;j & 0 and t;'k &0.
In summary, we studied the effect of a small O-O direct

hopping term on the parameters of a single-band t-J mod-
el. Since our numerical analysis is carried out in the limit
Ud 00, the Cu-0 triplet state does not contribute to or
modify the t-J model and thus has been neglected. The
dominant hopping of the singlet state is between the
nearest-neighbor Cu sites, the next-nearest-neighbor hop-
ping, although small, but is non-negligible. The direct 0-
0 hopping increases the hopping probability of both
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor Cu sites
which are represented by t and t', respectively. We find
that the next-nearest-neighbor coupling J' between copper
spins is antiferromagnetic and its magnitude is non-
negligible. It will be interesting to study the t-t'-J-J'
model by both numerical and analytic methods, because it
may provide far richer physics than the t -Jmodel itself.

We also show that the doping dependence of the su-
perexchange interaction J changes drastically depending
upon whether a localized wave function or an extended
wave function is used for the holes. This result indicates
that J should be self-consistently calculated when a more
accurate solution of the model is found.
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